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Crecitive .School alters
hours to suit parents ·
School conducts survey on day care needs
;f

by Andrea Muth
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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A teacher at the Creative School for
Children expects a survey on day care
needs to show requests for extended
hours and infant care to comply with
dual-income families.
The school has prepared for this by
extending its hours. The school will stay
open until 10 p.m.
In addition, the school has added a
Flextime program this spring semester.
This program allows parents to drop
their children off in the event of an
emergency, rather than on a routine
basis. It accepts children up to age 10.
"As it stands now, most parents enroll
their [children] for an entire semester,"
said Susan ·Hipps, a teacher at the Creative School.
Hipps said, "Infant care is extremely
costly and perhaps not feasible at this ,
point."
Currently, children at the school
work in small groups in different "in~

-

terest centers."
,These centers represent real-life situations and children's developmental
progress is monitored.
''We make the program fit the child,
not make the _child fit the program,"
said Dolores Burghard, Creative School
director. "Therefore, it is a noncompetitive, child-centered, stress-free environment."
For older children, the ratio is one
adult per 10 children, and for younger
children, the ratio is one teacher to six
children.
UCF also conducts educational research at the school.
For ·example, engineers have used it
to test noise levels in certain parts of
the building.
UCF students can complete their intemships at the school as well.
About 100 children are enrolled in
the school
As of May 1991, a modular classroom building will be added, allowing
for the enrollment of an additional 25
childre~.

Jim Ferguson!Central Florida Future

Here's a sight not normally seen on the UCF campus - an empty parking lot. This
temporary dirt lot, behind the bookstore, was closed for Student Union construction.

Students ~an thank Union
constructiori for closed lot
environmental committee."
Osterhaus said the lot's closure was
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
warranted because UCF needed to
UCF students have access to 400 spend $2 million of Student Union fullds
fewer parking spaces since the Jan. 1 by the end of the year or lose the money
closing of a temporary parking lot on altogether.
The $2 million will be used to hook
Pegasus Circle.
However, .5oo spaces should open up up utilities and for- site improvement to
by the end of this month, according to prepare for the Union, Osterhaus said.
Final funding for the Union will not
UCF officials.
The Pegasus Circle lot was closed for come through until May, he said.
The next confirmed parking lot inconstruction of the Student Union.
The 500 parking places will come crease is in parking lot E-2. That lot is
from two 250-space lots on each side of expected to gain 130 paved spaces, said
the Fieldhouse construction site, and Judy Baker, architect supervisor for
they will not be paved, according to Facilities Planning.
The construction contract for these
Jerry Osterhaus, director of Facilities
spaces will be bid on in February, with
Planning.
''The new lots are a go," he said. ''We completion scheduled for some time in
are just waiting on the 0 K from the April, she said.

by Troy A. Pierce
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Kelly Crossen, Creative School student, helps Stacey Hasler, a teacher's assistant
at the school, fix the seesaw after it came unhinged.
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Altman saves multipurpose room - for nOw
Classrooms to replace athletics room
Student Affairs, said renovating the room would be shortsighted.
The UCF president's advi· Altman said the College of
sory staff has delayed a plan to Education could take over the
convert the Education Build- room at an appropriate time .
ing's multipurpose room into
He said the Fieldhouse does
classrooms.
not have all the space required
The College of Education by Recreational Services.
wants to convert that room and,
"I think if it's looked at rathe gymnasium
tionally people
into classroom
are going to say,
and office space "If that occurred,
'Hey, we need
after the Fieldthis
room;'" _
we'd be in just as
house opens.
Knutson said.
Work on con-· bad or worse
He said he exverting the room
pects at least 70
was scheduled shape."
teams to sign up
to start Dec. 9,
for intramural
- Loren Knutson
according · to
basketball this
director,
Loren Knutson,
spring.
Rec Services
director of :R.ec"If that [rereational Services.
modelingJ occurred, we'd be in
The room is used by the just as bad or worse shape,"
cheerleaders, the Athletics de- Knutson ·said.
Michael Pohl/Central Florida Fu_ture
partment and several exercise
Altman was in Tallahassee· Members of the UCF Akido Club move a blackboard out of their way in the multipurpose room in the
classes. It is also used as a hos- at press time and could not be Education Building. The blackboard was used by a health class that met in the room .
pitality room after UCF bas- reached for comment. .
ketball games.
Education Associate Dean
However, UCF President Mary Ann Lynn, building
Steven Altman delayed the manager, also could not be
project at the Nov. 26 presi- reached for comment.
dent's advisory staff meeting.
Chris Marlin contributed to ·
Lee Tubbs, vice president for this story.
"Getting credit is a simple matter for junior
by Lara Gerofsky
colleges,"
Engel said. The reason is a common
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE
course numbering system, she said.
Mole hills seem to become mini-mountains
For example, Engel said, "PSY 2013, General
when transfer students try -to continue their Psychology, would match a junior college's PSY
education at UCF.
1013.
Whether transferring from a Florida commu- . ''This system states that if the prefix and last
nity college or from a four-year school, the pro- · thre.e numbers of the course match, the courses
cess can be troubling.
are equivalent," Engel said. "It niakes it simpler.
The Office of Academic Support and lnfor- Accepting an AA f<?r our general education make~
mation Services has advisers for everything from things easier. It's called an articulation agreegetting credits transferred to how to fulfill gen- ment."
eral education requirements.
Transfers without an AA degree face a more
The transfer process is easy for community involved process.
college transfers with an associate of arts deIf students don't ask questions or read the
gree only if the students have their community material they are mailed before enrollment is
college send a transcript to UCF, according to
Angela Engel, an OASIS adviser.
see TRANSFERS page 5
by Tom Kopacz
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OASIS advisers help with g-eneral
education, transferring c~edits
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reference librarian.
do Sentinel TV reviewer Greg
• "Chinese Works of Art," Dawson, Vince Miranda (film
photos by Dr. William Grasty, producer, writer, historian),
School of Communication.
and Robin and Elizabeth
• "Martin Luther King Jr.," Schurtz (TV personalities "Dr.
photos, articles and a bibliog- X" and "Monique"). ·
raphy by Phyllis Hudson, refThe discussion will be at
erence librarian.
Enterprise 1701 Bookstore An• ''The Space Shuttle," pho- nex, 2814 Corrine Drive, Ortos by Special Collections.
lando. The. discussion is open
to the public and free.
For additional information,
•FREE MONEY
The Florida Association of call Robert Waterman at 539Educational Data Systems is 1830.
taking applications for the Dr.
Robert W. Sims Memorial •SCI-Fl MEETINGS
Scholarship. The scholarship is ·
The Orlando Area Science
for $1,000.
Fiction Society devotes itself to
Applicants·must be full-time the promotion of science fiction
students at a Florida college or and related genres.
t:t+ Ille pnoto
quality of students who applied university, must not exceed , Its 150 members meet on the
• $500 WINNER
sophomore standing, must have second Sunday of each month,
for
the scholarship."
Calvin Harding' (above), a
The scholarship was avail- a minimum 2.5 GPA and must usually at Enterprise 1701
.senior honors student at UCF,
be majoring in computer sci- Bookstore Annex, 2814 Corrine
is the first $500 recipient of the able to a UCF student or ence, MIS, data processing or a Drive, Orlando.
transfer
who
had
completed
60
Contemporary Mortgage SerMeeting programs include
semester hours, maintained a related field.
vices' scholarship program.
films,
writers' symposia and art
Applications
must
include
a
Harding, an accounting ma- 2.5 GPA and was a business,- transcript, an essay, a sample demonstrations.
jor with a 4.0 average, was se- finance or accounting major.
The Society also has a
Harding, of Longwood, said computer program and other
lected from more than 50 apmaterials.
newsletter, ''The Event Horithe
scholarship
will
allow
him
plicants for the award.
For an application and re- zon," which includes activity
The scholarship is sponsored to continue his studies full time
quirements,
call Albert LeDuc schedules and book and film
and
only
require
him
to
work
by the Altamonte Springs
at
(305)
347-2208.
reviews. For details, call Bob
part
time.
mortgage broker, one of Central
Waterman
at 539-1830.
Harding
teaches
tennis
at
Florida's largest.
''The response to our pro- Sabal Point Country Club.
• SCI-Fl DISCUSSION
gram was so overwhelming
The Orlando Area Science • Al\TISTS' LEAGUE
that we will be offering a $500 • LIBRARY EXHIBITS Fiction Society is planning to
The Artists' League of OrThe following items will be present a panel discussion on ange County next meets at 2
scholarship each semester to a
deserving student at the uni- on display in the UCF. Library the media and science fiction p.m. Jan. 12 in the Junior
versity," Contemporary princi- through Jan. 31:
and fantasy genres at 2 p.m. Achievement Buifding in Loch
• "Eighty Acres," a photo Jan.13.
pal Arlowene Croxall said.
Haven Park. Ross Jordan will
"Calvin Harding epitomized the collection by Jeffrey Franks,
Participants include Orlan- feature a watercolor demon,~.,,

~

r

stration.
The League consists of about
200 members and continuously accepts new members. Everyone is welcome to attend the
meetings.
For information, call Jan
Smith at 240-2802.

• KICK THE HABIT
Winter Park Memorial Hospital's Peggy and Philip B.
Crosby Wellness Center will
begin a new session of "Kick
the Habit" classes to stop
smoking. The· session meets
from 6:30-8 p.m. starting Jan.
14.
The specially designed class
consists of eight positive and
motivational seminars over a
three-week period. An optional
-monthly support-group also is
available to program graduates.
Reservations for the sessions, which cost $80, are encouraged. Call Melodye Hendrix at 646-7443.

• UCFCA MEETING
The UCF Cinematography
Association will hold its first
official meeting of the new year
Jan. 14, with guest speaker
Stan Robinson of the "Superboy" production crew.
Robinson will lalk of his experiences in the film industry.
His presentation will begin at
9 p.m. in the film portables.
For information, call Ben
Herschleder at 823-LENS.
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Students protest U.S.
policy in Persian Gulf
As soon as late August, University of
California at Berkeley students
marched against President Bush's milWith the threat of war ever nearer, itary buildup in· the Saudi Arabian
student protest of U.S. policy in the desert, generally calling for an "Arab
Middle East crisis has spread faster in solution to an Arab problem."
recent weeks.
As the buildup has continued, the
As many as 200 campuses were ex- theme has changed and the number of
.
pected to hold Persian Gulf "teach-ins" protesters has grown.
Demonstr3:tors are demanding that
in December, said Carl LeVan of Aegis
Justice, a new Washington, D.C.-based U.S. troops leave, arguing that cheap
network for opponents of Operation oil isn't a good reason to go to war.
"A lot of people were frustrated that
Desert Shield.
The group is planning a national people weren't responding and taking
.student march on Washington Jan. 26. this seriously," said Deborah Crawford
SUNNY STUDYING
During the past month, students at of the Progressive Student Network at
the universities of Montana, Minnesota, the University of Illinois-Chicago. "But Mike Berringer, a junior chemistry major, enjoys the sun while lying on the Green. He
took advartage of the warm weather to do some early studying.
Illinois-Chicago, Michigan and Denver, it's happening now."
Loyola Univer'sity in Chicago, Harvard ·
Many observers say the United NaUniversity and State University of New tions' increasing propensity to authorize
York-Stony Brook, among others, have force against Iraq and the Congressional
staged sit-ins and teach-ins blasting hearings on U.S. military involvement
U.S. intervention in the Middle East. . in the affair have made the matter more
''More troops are being sent, so more immediate to students.
pe0ple have been affected," said Bill
It's even more immediate because
Doares·of the New York-based Coalition more students are .being yanked out of
to Stop Intervention in the Middle East, school to participate in Operation Desert
founded in August.
Shield.
The Coalition was planning aJan.19
While no one has a good count of
march on Washington.
how many students have been called to
"It's not a distant issue anymore," · active duty, Department of defense
said U.S. Student Association official spokesman for the reserves and the
.
.
National Guard Lt. Col. David Super
Tajel Shah of the escalating protests.
"There's a sense of urgency," agreed notes that 140,000 reservists and NaADVERTISE IN
LeVan.
. tional Guard members - about 10 perTHE CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE.
Campus anti-war sentiment, tradi- cent of the total reserve force - get
. . ·
tionally strong since the days of the 'college benefits.
If the percentages held, about 8,600
Vietnam War, has taken a long time to
bubble to the surface since Iraq invaded of the 85,600 reservists and National
Guard troops in the desert as of Nov.
oil-rich Kuwait Aug. 2.
Protests of the U.S. response to the . 26 were college undergrads a few weeks
aggression were sporadic.
e.arlier.
by Amy Hudson and Jaret Seiberg
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE
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6400 UNIVERSITY BVLD.
WINTER PK, FL 32792
677-7190

2981 ALAFAYA TR
OVIEDO, FL 32765
365-3085

Attention an writers,
gram.m.arians, ·authors, ·
· editors, proofreaders,
. word.smiths, essayists,
.· - 1exicograph~rs, scribes, reporters, newshounds
and jou~nalists:
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SPECIAL
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$69.95 PER AXEL
$79.95 METALLIC

$14.95WITH

COUPON
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The Ce_n tral Florida Future is now taking
applications for all of the above positions
(well, almost all of them).
Interested partjes may come by our office
(you know, the dumpy little trailer) next to ·
: the Health Center. Or, write us -a letter and
mail it to:
The Central Florida Future
Attention: ~ennifer Offenburger
P.O. Box 25000 •

Orlando, FL 32816
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•
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OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS ON THl'SE
DOORS FIRST.

•

Why? Becauae Army ROTC helpo you develop
mU\.lgement and leader1hJp akilll. Builc:b yow
sell-confidence. And ma.kea you a desirable
andidate ln the job maillot.
Thero'• no obUgiallon unlll yout junior year,
but atk:k with It ond you11 li.ve what it tLltea to
auc:coed-ln college and ln We.

ARMYROTt
THE SMUTEST C:Owm:
COURSE JOU CUI TUE.
l'ind out more. Contact Major Doug Thomson
Trailer 522, 623-2430
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Ray Carroll, a transferred
junior, said, "fm lucky. rm one
of the ones who are right on
FROM PAGE3
track."
finalized, the process can be
''The reason that transferconfusing.
ring is so tough is that they
The Admissions office deter- [universities] want to keep you
mines whether the last school at their institutions to satisfy
was accredited properly.
their requirements," Carroll A Transfer Summary Report said.
is compiled and delivered to · Terron Vawter, a freshman
OASIS for refinement. The ini- radio/television major, said,
tial course evaluation is to "Part of the problem in this
check transferred course titles. [registering] is that I didn't
If the title·is vague, a course know there were advisers to
description is read, verified and talk tO."
either accepted or rejected.
The problem is the method
Rejected credit becomes an of distributing information at
elective counting only toward UCF, a junior transfer from
the 120 credits needed for Valencia Community College
graduation.
said.
.
Students can petition to the
Forty pei:-cent of UCF studepartment under which the dents did not know where the
course is taught.
OASIS office was located on
"But it seldom gets that far," campus, according to a studentEngel said.
conducted survey of 20 people.

TRANSFERS

5

The survey showed many who
know the office exists don't
know its purpose.
Engel said students do not
read half of the material UCF
sends to them and that is why
they lose out on credits.
''Transient students are the
worst," she said. 'The students
don't realize that the intent to
take courses elsewhere has to
be written up in forms at the
QA.SIS office and the depart- ·
ment in which the course will
apply."
"It's a pre-approval thing.
That's why students come back,
ask for credit, and we have to
say no," Engel said. 'W~ do our
best."
"We can't look Qver the
shoulders of 20,000-plus students," she said.
OASIS is in Room 208 of the
Humanities and Fine Arts
Building,

BEFORE VOU CAN
FOLLOW ·YOUR
DREAMS, YOU'VE
GOT TO FOLLOW
THE RULES.

,,
Michael Pohl/Central Florida Future

HO HUM
Tim Backus, a31-year-old international relations major, waits at the
UCF Police Department tQ buy a parking decal.

'

We're
all
created
equal,
baby.
After
that,
you're
on

your
own.

LAE
SPRING
R
USH
1991
INFO: ON THE GREEN
4321 GREEK PK DRIVE
WED-THUR-FRI · 8atn to 4ptn

281-1856

United St·a tes, UCF
do. not have budget
priorities straight
Consider money. Money is rectangular, green pa.per that is exchanged for goods and services. Every
individual is born with none.
As they grow up, they hopefully accwnulate some
money, the more the better. _
As money h~s developed in complexity, it has come
to .p ass that organizations, groups and communities
·
can all have.money.
But the bottom line is that there is a finite amount
allotted to each group, so explain why: one, the government has run out; two, .some banks have crashed;
and three, why the university claims to have a tight
budget, yet they continue to build.
The United States currently has a huge oefi~it.
This is a resu~t of several things. ·
~
First, there l:\re corrupt politicians. The politicians
are bought out and they sell out, li~rally.
Second, and probably more importantly, is that
the people we elect cannot balance their checkbooks.
Granted, the national budget is infinitely more complex than the average checkbook, but the concept is
the same.
There is a finite amount of money collected from
the citizens, so there is a finite amount of money that
can be spent each year. Where is the confusion in the
spending?
·
'
Perhaps the United States lends too much to highrisk groups. If we began a credit check on the COUJ)tries ·we loan to, maybe we would find out the government is unstable or the president has American
Express calling.
How 'bout thQse S&L's? There is nothing about
them. Again-it is the American politician being either
corrupt or unable to add and subtract money.
Maybe if we gave a test before each election we
would be able to decide if the politicians can add two
plus two and know 10 minus six equals four.
Of course, the fad that people were hired to balance the budget of these esteemed institutions means
nothing because they were obV:iously either hired for
looks or they were not allowed to view the real num- bets they had to budget.
· And how about money at UCF? UCF is currently
constructing one building and has set aside another
parking lot for the Student Union.
. This is tine. ·More buildings, better classrooms,
happier professors: a bunch of fine things that could
·
stem from this.
But there is ~till talk that the summer A term
classes could be canceled.
It would seem having. <!lasses would be more important than just having the space. The plans have
been made, but plans can be set back too until there's
money to pay for them.
Money can be confusing, but it shouldn't .be to
those who are paid to understand it.
Perhaps if these groups considered the bottom line
objectives, the results wouldn't be so confusing.
UCF and the U.S. government should start conprising sensible budgets.
L, •

_
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Look at the bright side Of war
Welcome back; faithful readers. Even as you read
this, 1991 beckons you to engage in a challenging
new year of academic succes~..: bwa-ha-ha!
No, really, it is important that, as we enter the
New Year, that we look back on the not so 'new, tom .
up, used and trashed year' so that we will not have
any excuses for making the ~ame mistakes as we did
·
the year before.
The year 1990 saw the advent of the 'National
Smash Desert Dictators Propaganda Week', soon to
become -the "International Smash Desert Dictators
Propaganda Week," as the Supreme Court ruled·that
the Commander-in-Chief can't siander the governor
·
·
. ·
of Arizona.
Fortunafuly, Saddam Hussein invaded Kuw.ait, and .
the ISDDPW was on with George Bush in the red
comer and Hussein in the white trunks.
In the wake of the phenomenal media success of
the ISDDPW, the ''Ma~sive Buildup of Soldiers Armed
to the Teeth" and "Ready to Kick Yo-ur A-!' contest
.
then began.
This contest is currently underway with Iraq in
the lead, the United States coming in a quick buildup second ana other little countries are in third.
The U.S. Army is catching up rapidly, however,
and will soon overtake the Iraqi forces.
Unfortunately, as a direct result of the aforementioned C'>ntest, the "Let's See How Little We Can
Make the American Dollar Worth" contest has begun,
and in order to facilitate it's. rapid success, the Government has decided that we a:re in a recession.
·
At last count, the American dollar was falling at a
rate of 32 feet per second and will be worth less than

111&•1
toilet pap.e r in a manner of months.
Fortunately, the American people have begun the
'We Know Our President Seems Like (Is) a Liar·, But
''We Support Him Anyway'' contest, where the spirit
of the American is revealed in a very patriotic and
stirring way.
·
Members of the "Let's See How Much 'Shock Value
We Can Get From Burning the Flag in a Senseless
but First Amendment Protected Way" are cautioned
against revealing their practices for the WKOPSL(l)L,
BWSHA because, while assault and battery .is against
the law, the average patriot believes in and loves his
country and will probably plan the decimation of a
said flag burner in a altogether patriotic, but dangerous way.
.
.
.
Well, that's how things stand as we charge into the
new year. There will be wars and rumors of wars and
there Will"be social upheavaJ on a massive scale.
The budget problem will probably not be · solved,
ieaving the United States susceptible to economic
domination by Japan, or worse, the much ruriiored
European Common Mar-ket, and there may even be a
minor nuclear exchange in the Mid-East.
But, hey, look at the bright side: Domino's Pizza is
30 years o)d, and for a limited time, you can get a
medium pizza for 30 cents with any large pizza purchase. Bon appetit!

ACLU does a thankless job

:~l~~~f~~~;)~;;~:~:::~j: llJllfwland the religious issues involved with the season. No

Jennifer Offenburger matter what you say about it, someone is going to be
Joelle Subourne peeved about 'it.
·
Roy Fuoco ·
I believe the American Civil Liberties Union does
Jocelyn Jepson a thankless job in protecting the rights of all
Steven M. Conner Americans. They help protect the rights of heathens,
Melissa Stoker like myself, from religious extremists who would
Michael Pohl
enjoy seeing me tarred and feathered and I am
Brian M. Wente grateful. However, I have trouble understanding
Lloyd _whitehead
why this Christmas star on Lake Lilly business was

each other.
Even I've learned to live with some of the so-called
"controversial" reliiious symbols of the season. Most
of the people I know, who are practicing heathens,
have no problem coping. Christmas may be the o~e
time of the year when those people are little more
tolerant of those of us who sneaked into Christmas
services this year for the first time since we were alter
boys (which, for me, was_back in 1976).
so important.
The bottom line is that we all should start acting
Thomas Negron
Business Manager
The question remains, what does Christmas mean ·in the "Christmas spirit" all year round. Many of the
Tracy Osterhagen
Qffice Manager
other practiced religions celebrate Christmas-style
Vic Kirazian to us?
Advertising Manager
an
endless
wave
of
visiting
holidays
at other times than Dec. 31.
For
me,
Christmas
was
David J. Shoulberg '.
Ad Production Manager
their
best
job
to
try
to
screw
up
my
Who's
to say who's right? Not me! :But as long as
relatives
doing
Armand
Cimaroli
Advertising Staff
Jeff Celebre afternoon naps. For you, it may have meant going to we're all stuck on this rock we'd better start
the mall to engage fellow Christmas shoppers in communicating a little better.
Staff Members: Scott Beaman, Steven Bell, Bridget Clark, Anne Decker,
hand-to-hand
combat.
The spirit of peace and understanding should not
Cindy Farrens, Jim Ferguson, Jessica Pinkman
Christmas .:can mean inany different things to all be celebrated only once a year, it should be practiced
')pinions expressed in The Central Florida Future are those of the newspaper or individual
'lumnlst and not necessarily those of the Board of Publications, University Administration,
of us, yet one simple message runs throughout the everyday of our lives.
~d of Regents. Letters to the Editor must be typed, maxirru~ of 300 ~rds and Include
-Nick Conte is a senior studing liberal studi,es.
season. That's the idea of actingjust a little kinder to
, author's signature, major and phone number. Letters are subject to ed1t1ng for grammar
and space and becr'methe propenyof thenewspaper, subject to their publication. The Central
Florida Future is a ·ee, non-profit newspaper pwlished twice weekly during the academic
year and wee; ly c ir J the summer. AU meetings of the BOP are open to the public.

Editors Note: Seeking new opinion columnists. Stop by The CFF office tor details.
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Dave Barry observes last year's joys, mistakes

Silverado Savings and Loan.
JANUARY
11. The Air Force pays Pratt & Whitney $2,784 apiece for a revolutionary.light
1. The New Year begins op a hopeful note as joyous freedom-loving Germans switch that not only turns the light 011, but also turns it off.
tear down the Berlin Wall.
·
22. NASA, hoping to ·salvage the Hubble Space Telescope project, announces
2. Joyous freedom-loving Germans hastily rebuild the Berlin Wall after discov- plans to launch Rex, the $1.1 billion S~eing-Eye Satellite.
ering that it contains a major sewer line.
·
27. The PGA announces that it will no longer hold golf tournaments at COUI1try
4. In Panama, strongman Manuel Noriega is arrest_ed on drug charges after a clubs that own slaves.
"sting" operati_on in which he was videotaped smoking crack cocaine in an apart30. Major League Baseball Commissioner Fay Vincent, exercising his authoriment with 27,000 undercover U.S. troops.
ty to protect the best interests of baseball, has George Steinbrenner fed to wea20. True item: The R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. develops a new cigarette, called sels.
31. This would have been a good day to sell your stocks.
"Uptown," designed specifically to be marketed to black people.
31. True: An official of the U;S. Drug Enforcement AdminisAUGUST
·
tration tells The Baltimore Sun that, in an effort to get high,
1. Iraq invades Kuwait, setting off worldwide pain as thoupeople have been licking cane toads, which secrete a hallucinosands of oil-company executives pour into Ferrari dealerships.
3. Experts announce that cleaning up the savings-and loan
genie and sometimes deadly chemical. The official notes that
this is a difficult crime to prosecute: "If you had a toad, we
mess will require every man, woman and child in the United
would have to prove you were licking it on purpose, or you had
States to donate "at least one kidney. " .
8. A massive multinational buildup under way in the Persian
given to someone to lick on purpose."
FEBRUARY
Gulf, ffi,th the United States providing troops, ships, planes,
6. Experts announce that cleaning up the saving-and-loan
weapons and h~e quantities of supplies; Western Europe promess will require every man, woman and child in· the Unjted
vi<ling potato salad; and Japan chipping in with some real nice
States to pay $100,000, plus a ~5 percent gratuity.
sun visors.
7. In Washington, D.C., crafty ilndercovei agents trick MaySEPTEMBER
or Marion Barry into licking a toad.
7. Neil Bush indignantly denies allegations that his being
19. Professional baseball's spring training is cancelled, posGeorge Bush's son had anything to do with the fact that he
ing a grave threat to the nation's spit supply.
·
was named admiral of the U.S. Seventh Fleet.
22. Ronald Reagan, in videotaped testimony for the~al of
14. Concern is once again focused on the quality of Amerihis former national security advisor, John Poindexter, clears
can schools when the U.S. Education secretary releases.a report
up some lingering questions about the Iran-Contra scandal by
that turns out to have been copied verbatim from the Interior
revealing that to the best of his recollection, Iran "is a country
secretary's report on offshore drilling.
located---Bear Europe or possibly France."
29. True item: The best-selling nonfiction book in the United
MARCH
States is "Millie's Book," which was "dictated" by the President's
.11. True item: Vice President Dan Quayle, visiting Chile,
dog. The proceeds are to support literacy. Really.
OCTOBER
buys an anatomically correct Indian statuette that, when you
pull its head back, becomes very masculine, if you ge~ our drift.
1. True item: The Goodyear blimp is forced to land after ·
16. Vice Pre3ident Quayle is reported to be suffering from
being attacked and punctured by a radio-controlled airplane.
neck pains. His offfoe denies rumors that Marilyn has been
2. President Bush compares Saddam Hussein to broccoli.
3. After 45 bitter years of separation, East and West Gerpulling his head back.
22. True Quote from George Bush: "I do not like broccoli
many unite to form a single nation, chastened by the past,
and I haven't liked it since I was a little kid and my mother
hopeful for the future.
·
made me eat it and I'm the president of the United States
4. Germany invades Poland.
and I'm not going to eat any more broccoli."
7. Washington rejoices as top federal brains finally pro30. The U.S. Postal Service, which loses $4 million a day,
duce a federal budget package, although critics question some
of the revenue assumptions, such as that government scienannounces that it must raise the price of a first-class stamp
to 30 cents so it can pay for all those TV commercials telling
tists will develop a method for turning ketchup into gold.
20. Mikhail Gorbachev wins the Nobel Prize for Best Bald
you how efficient it is.
31. President Bush compares brocolli to Hitler.
Male Vocal. President Bush agrees t(l debate himself on taxAPRIL
es. .
1. The U.S. Census Bureau mails out 100 million' census
23. McDonald's announces that it will start using biodeforms, 87 million which are addressed to a single household
gradable hamburgers.
in Albany, N.Y.
30. Neil Bush indignantly denies allegations that his be10. Donald Trump, fueling rumors that his financial eming George Bush's son had anything to do with the fact that
pire is in trouble, star s in a ''No Excuses" jeans comercial.
he was named king of Spain.
NOVEMBER
21. In New York City, junk-bond king Michael Milken
pleads guilty to fraud and is ordered to pay a fine of $600 million, which he
~· In .midterm elections, the voters, clearly fed up with
the incompetence, corruption and rampant hypocrisy of the incumbents, re-elect
obtains by selling his watch.
23. The U.S. Census Bureau celebrates Thanksgiving.
them.
MAY
•
8. President Bush, reinforcing the American commitment to remain in the
3. The Soviet Politburo, in a major step toward developing a Western-style Persian Gulf until the job is done, orders an additional 250,000 high-level White
economy, accepts $135,000 from banker Charles Keating. .
House aides to come up with the real reason that we are there.
9. The "multiple personality'' legal defense is ruled to be constitutional by the .
27. Britain forms an entirely new government in roughly the amount of time it
Supreme Court, in a 137-76 vote.
takes the U.S. Congress to declare National Celery Month.
30. The Bush administration renews China's preferential trade status after the
28. The ex-press secretary to Barbara reveals that "Millie's Book" was actually
Chinese government, responding to criticism of its human-'-rights policies, agrees dictated by a ghost dog named Booger.
·
to shoot civilians with a smaller caliber of bullet.
DECEMBER
JUNE
1. The U.S. Commerce Department, denying claims by some economist that
3. Experts announce that cleaning up the savings-and -loan mess will require the nation has entered a recession, quietly sells its furniture.
'
all U.S. citizens to get scorpions tattooed on their butts.
23. Neil Bush indignantly denies allegations that his being George Bu8h's son
19. True item: The Air Force acknowledges that.it paid Pratt & Whitney $999 has anything to do with the fact that he is named "Neil Bush."
for special pliers that install clips on airplanes. A Pratt spokesperson says:
25. Manuel Noriega wins the Florida lottery.
"They're multipurpose -not only do they put the clips on, but they take them off."
27. The "Keating Five" rob a liquor store.
25. A shocked President Bush reveals that he has discovered a large federal
31. Experts announce that cleaning up the savings-and-loan mess will require
budget deficit, and taxes might have to be increased after all. Everyone is just stunned. the obliteration of all life on the planet.
'
27. NASA begins to suspect that there might~ a little problem with the $1.5
So there is a silver lining after all.
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Hey Phi Delta, rush is herel Tonight those
wonderful Hooters Girls will be heating up our
house! New Years and Sou tho de Border at
house Fri . and Sat. 380-3439 for info.
PDNG!!I
Welcome back brothers + all of out lovely
ladies. Hope your holidays were as fun as stud
man Hale's. Congrat's to all N.I. brothers. Hey
sorority ladies, Queen of Hearts _is almost
here. Hey Greeks, good luck with your rush.
We're 1/2 way there we've got ours .. .'and most
of yours.
Sig Ep. We don't fit the mold , we make it Ill

Female to shear house with same and 2 kids
Lg 3bdrm 2 1/2 ba central a/c+h wash/dry
storage micro. 15 min from UCF. Quiet country area. 823-5084 days 365-2580 eve. Ask
for Peggy
Female roommate wanted own bdr 240+ 1/3
utilities Auvers Village on 436 Aval. 1211 Call
679-1217

llliillllilll

Fellowship of Christian Athletes
Tonight
Everyone is invited!!
wosc 6:15

For Sale Household goods in
Excellent Condition
Plate Set $12
Cutlery Set $4
Glasses Set $6
Pans $5
Various utensils eg. sissors knife
Extras eg. Bowls Jugs Kettle
All equipment only three months old
Call Fiona or Margo on 282-8183
Bikes for sale
Blue gents racer good condition $40
Purple ladies racer-Murray $40
Brown Ladies Raliegh $30 obo
Call Fiona or Margo on 282-8183

*Sherwood Forest*
3/2 and 212 available for immediate occupancy. Call OMV Properties inc. 657-1967

10 speed bikes: Ladies Schwin, Mens Freespirit. $55 each'. 658-2961

For rent-3 or 4 female students to share furnished townhouse 3bdrs, 2 1/2 bath, tans ,
pool, tennis. $750/mo. Call 351-7020

Your UCF College Ring
The ring that comes with a lifetime Golden
Warranty card. Jostens! There is a difference; look for ill It's Academic in the University Shoppes.

Private bedrooms for rent in furnished
houses, $200 /month. Contact David at (407)
327-8858

WORDMASTEAS 277-9600
RPS needed PIT package handlers from 26AM $7 per hour Call 297-3715
Part-time receptionisVclerk needed for law
firm in Ori. typing skills preferred. exc. opprotunity. Call Jill at 855-3333.

Student documents and resumes. Same
day service available . IBM/AT, Word
Perfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.

ltlllliilllllil
Typewriter, royal, manual office good condition $35 834-7528

-National marketing firm seeks mature student
to manage on-campus promotions for top
companies this school year. Flexible hours
with earning potential to $2,500 per semester.
Must be organized, hardworking and money
motivated. Call Marcy C. at (800) 592-2121,
Ext. 123
Best Fundraiser On-c;:ampusl Looking for a
fraternity, sorority or student organization that
would like to earn $500-$1000 for a one week
on-campus marketing project. Must be organized and hardworking. Call Marcy at (800)
592-2121, Ext. 123.

TYPING/Word Proc. by 15yr. legal
sect. $1 .00/pg. 366-4045
Quit typing - Call Stress Alleviators Professional Iy typed & editted.
Written
projects(terms, resumes, etc) Call Barbara at
(407) 351-0065.
Complete typing/WP services FAST
AES 2431 Aloma #226 671-4414

...

lltllllllllllllli\1111

'84 Ford Escort Wagon 40,000 miles Call
Yvette 679-1767

Scholarships, grants, and aid
available from many sourcess. 40 page individualized report. (3uaranteed Call 1-800783-4013 for information.

LSAT GMAT GRE Prep Course
Open Enrolement High Scores
Taught by testing specialist
Michael Tierney, 897-3300

85 Volkswagen Golf $3200
Air ,am/fm/cassene
MSW wheels, etc
Call 679-6998

Your UCF College Ring
From the company that offers FREE fraternity
and sorority Greek letter encrusting. Jostens!
There is a difference; look for itl It's Academic
in the University Shoppes.

YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING
From the company that first offered the highest quality, 1Sk,' in college rings. Jostens I
There is a difference; look for itl It's Academic
in the University Shoppes.

Room For Rent
147 mo+1/3 utils. Private room 1.5 miles
from UCF. Call Scott anytime at 282-8183

Male.to share a beautiful large home in quiet
neighborhood with liberal male. Must be
honest, clean;response. Non smoker. Prefer
Grad Student. $300/Mo.+ 1/2 util. 321-2506
evetwknds

WP.EDITING: $1.25 & UP. 366-0358

lltlLll~llllll

Apt for Rent 2bdr 2.ba/washer/dryer/dishwasher $435 /mo call 699-6472 12023
Alafaya woods

M/F NS for 2B/2Ba apt Altamonte Spr $250 +
1/2 UT 380-5967 or 295-0992

Home Typist, PC users needed.
$35,000 potential. Details .
(1) 805-687-6000 Ext. B-4628

Fast*Professional*Accurate
2 rooms couple with grown kids and plenty of
space would like to rent a room to a college
student female only call for details 282-9625
pool

EZ
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ACROSS
1 Portend
5 Twist
9 Uncooked
12 First man
13 Great Lake ·
14 Sudsy brew
15 Lures
17 Symbol for
tellurium
18 Seed container
19 Country of Asia
2i Lassos
23 Newspaperman
2t Exist
28 Follows orders
29 Armed conflict
31 Condensed
moisture
34 Hebrew month
35 Eat
37 Obtain

39 Concerning
40 Manuscripts:
abbr.
42 Mournful
44 Rent
46 As far as
48 Classified
50 Atmospheric
disturbance
53 Gasp for breath
54 That woman·
55 Latin
conjunction
57 Chores
61 Native metal
62 Dinner course
64 Christmas carol
65 Goal
66 Deposits
67 Color

DOWN
1 Cudgel

The
Weekly

CrDsswDrd
Puzzle
2 Poem

3
4
5
6

Obstruct
Uses
Stupefy
Teutonic deity

7 Insect egg
8 Antlered animal
9 Knocked
10 Century plant
11 Marries
16 Ankle
20 Stitch
22 River in Siberia
23 Wander
24 Recedes
25 Hebrew letter
26 Tattered cloth
30 Soften in
temper
32 Gaelic
33 Unwanted plant
36 C.ushion
38 Trying
41 Accumulated
43 Plunge
45 Near
47 Either
49 Strains for
breath ·
50 Footwear
51 Gull-like bird
52 Army meal
56 Pedal digit
58 Neither
59 Oolong
60 Crafty
63 Guido's low
note

BE A RED CROSS VOLUNTEER

YOU CAN'T
LIVE ON
HOPE.·
You hope this guy is
finally the right.. gay.
You hope this time she
just might be the one.
And you both hope the
other one is not infected
wi ~ h the AIDS virus.
Of course you could
ask. But your partner
might not know. That's
because it's possible to
carry the AIDS virus ·for
many years without ·
s.howing anysymptoms.
The onJy way ·i·o
prevent getting
.i nfected is to protect
yourself. Start ·using
condoms. Every time.

Al Os
.

.

~:~ r~~~~

It he says no,
so can you .

If yot1 think you
can't get it you're
dead wrong.

'--------·------

PUZZLE SOLUTION
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COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE
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• RRRAAACCCE FANS
The Coors Light Challenge,
Round 1 of the Camel
Supercross Series, will be at
7:30 p.m. Jan.12 at the Citrus ·
Bowl. Sideline seats cost $18
(adults) and $10 (children). End
zone seats cost $13 and $7.
Tickets can be purchased in
advance at the Orlando Arena
Box Office or through
Ticketmaster. Day-of-show
tickets can be purchased at the

Citrus Bowl.

TRACK
FROM PAGE 11

fall practice because of illness.
Irving and Friendly are
seniors, andJefferson is a junior.
In the long distances, UCF
cross-country record-holder
Kyle Klomp will return to
compete in the :rrrile and steeple
chase. Fellow cross-country
runner Angelo Bonarrigo will

• GENERALLY AMUSING
The Harlem Globetrotters
and the Washington Generals
will play Feb. 3 at the Orlando
Arena and Feb. 4 at the Daytona
Beach Ocean Center. Tickets are
$13, $11 and $9 and can be
purchased at Ticketmaster
locations, each area box office or
by phone at (407) 839-3900 or
(904) 254-4545.

•SHAPE UP
A conditioning class is offered
from 7 a.m. to noon, Monday
through Friday, at the Wayne
Densch Athletic Building.
Classes will begin Jan. 7 and
end March 30.
Participants must be fullti me students, must get
physicals and must have proof
of insurance.
For details, call Dana Martin
at ext. 2256.

race 10,000 meters.
Hurdlers Jan Fosso and
former high school 400-meter
hurdle champion Kevin Turner
will join Drumeco Lauriston, a
Bahamian Junior National
contender in the long jump.
UCF also will field a women's
track team. It will be led by
cross-country captain Tammy
Chaimberlain, who will return
to run the long distances (5,000

meters and 10,000 meters).
Fellow cross-country runner
Sylvia Valdez will compete at
the middle distances (800 meters
and 3,000 meters).
In the sprints, former high
school state 100-meter hurdle
champion Shari McCloud will
lead the women.
The track team's first meet
willbeJan.19 at Winter Park's
Showalter Field.

Assistant Sports Editor Wanted
•

The Central Florida Future is seeking a qualified
assistant sports editor. Duties will include writing,
editing and layout of the Sports section.
Those mterested can call Roy Fuoco, sports editor
of the Future, at ext. 2865, or come by the Future
office and fill out an application. Writers are also
needed and are encouraged to come by and fill out
an application.

New KIOSK
Ticket ·Prices
Effective January 7, 1991
SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE
use the Alpha Phi Omega

~@

Book ·m

AafvlryandScnlrc Fee

Exchange!
January 7-11
10:00-4:00
Take-In+ Sell
January 14-18
10:00-2:00
RETURN OF
BOOKS NOT
SOLD-ONLY

SELL FOR
MORE!

BUY FOR
LESS!

UCF Price . AT Gate
Tax incl. · Tax incl.

Gen~ral

3.50
3.50
AMC
OC6
3.00
Universal Studios. 25.00
Bush Gardens
21.00
Sea World
21.50
Wet & Wild
12.00
Tri-County
12.00

Total
Savings

Cinema

30.74
26.45
27.00
18.95
12.00

5.74
5.45
5.50
6.95
0.00

,.

.

-
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,

Haynes and the leadership he
has provided," Dean said.
Hinson is UCF's second
leading scorer with 19.1 points.
Phillips averages 12.3 points and
leads the Running Knights with
5.6 assists.
Haynes averages 15.3 points
a game, up from 6.6 points last
year. He also averages 4.3
assists.
As the Running Knights
venture into the confines of
American South Conference
play, Haynes' leadership will
become all the more iinportant.
UCF Notes: Hinson's 57
points in two games in the
Tangerine Tournament earned
him all-tournament honors.
Haynes
and Tommy
Tormohlen have given the
Knights a pair of reliable long- ,
bombers. Haynes has made 26
3-pointers ( 41.3 percent
shooting), and Tormohlen has Freshman Denny Hinson, here in action during the Red Lobster
Classic, averaged 28.5 points in the Tangerine Tournament.
made 25 (39.,7 percent).

American South Notebook
LAMAR CARDINALS

Top Scorers:

Rebounders:

Terry Bridgeman 19.7

Darryl Reed

8.7

Atiim Brown

16.4

Tom Smith

8.3

Darryl Heed

16.4

_A. Bledsoe

6.2

RUNNING KNIGHTS

Top Scorers:

Rebounders:

Ken Leeks

19.1

Ken Leeks

Denny Hinson

16.4

T. Tormohlen 6.1

Anthony Haynes 16.4

Ross Breunig 5.0

9.5
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Women's basketball

stetson 22.

Tuesday's results

Upcoming games

UCF 82, STETSON 79
UCF (82): Rhodes 2-7 0-1 4, Stowe 0-5 2-2 2,
Green 6-14 2-314, Saco 0-0 0-0 0, Lincoln 0-30-00,
Nunes 2-7 1-2 5, Loomis 11-15 8-11, Batz 2-3 0-0 4,
Phillips 7-12 2-615, King 1-2 4-4 7. Totals 31-68 1929 82.
STETSON (79): Brandenburg 2-4. Nelson 1-4 12 3, Austell 5-11 4-714, Knauff 2-81-1 5, Ford 7-17,
Follis, Davis0-20-00, Moriarty5-116-879 Totals 2768 20-27 79.
.
Halftime : Stetson 44, UCF 3~. 3-polnt goals UCF 1·-3 (Stowe0-1, Lincoln 0-1, King 1-1 ),Stetsons13 (Ford 2-3, Follis 2-8, Moriarty 1-2). Fouled outNone. Rebounds - UCF 49 (Phillips 11 ), S.tetson 38
(Ford 6, Knauff 6, Austell). Assists - UCF 15 (Green
4), Stetson 12 (Knauff 5). Total fouls - UCF 21,

by Gregory Eyma
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Mens' basketball
Jan. 10
Jan. 12
Jan. 17
Jan. 19 ·
Jan. 23
Jan. 26

UCF at Lamar
UCF at UTPA
Arkansas St. at UCF
Louisiana Tech at UCF
UCF at New Orleans
,UCF at SW Louisiana

8:00 p.m.
8:35 p.m.
7:30 p.m .
7:30 p.m.
8:35 p.m.
8:05 p.m.

Womens' basketball
Jan. 12
Jan. 14
Jan. 17
Jan. 19
Jan. 23
Jan. 26

UCF at UTPA
UCF at Lamar
Arkansas St. at UCF
Louisiana Tech at UCF
UCF at New Orleans
UCF a! SW Louisiana

5:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
5:15p.m.
5:15 p.m.
6:00 p.m.
5:45 p.m.

Track and field officially
arrived at UCF Monday With
the new team's first official
practice session.
Coach Francisco Castro
seems cautious, yet confident,
in his views on the team's
prospects in upcoming
conference meets.
"Considering that our crossco un try squad was also

relatively new and developing,
the cross-country season was
not bad," Castro said. "This
season, we are looking to develop
a balanced squad in both men's
and women's track."
Severalmembersofthe UCF
football team will be testing their
speed in the sprints.
The roster will include Shawn
J effersen, a former Class AAAA
high school state sprint
champion; Robin Holmes, a
former high school state runner-

up in the 400-meter hurdles;
Ray Irving; and Cornelius
Friendly.
Irvll)g and Friendly have
posted
sub-10.5-second
clockings in thelOO-meterdash.
Jefferson was a starting wide
receiver and Irving started at
cornerback for the Knights'
playoff football team.
Friendly quit the football
team after he fell behind during
. see TRACK page 1O
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UCF faces Lamar in 1st
American -South action
Running Knights (6-5) 1 victory shy of last year's to~al
by Jamie Johnson
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCFmen'sbasketball team kicks
off conference play Thursday and
Saturday nights with away games
against Lamar and the University of
Texas.:. Pan American.
The Running Knights (6-5) have
shown considerable improvement over
last year, despite losing three of their
last four games.
Two of these losses came in games
against Stanford and DePaul.
.
UCF Coach Joe Dean said he believes
Thursday's game against Lamar will
begin the Knights' real season.
"Our players have been pointing to
the conference schedule since the
beginning of practice," Dean said. 'We
played well in both our games against
Stanford and DePaul, which are two
very good teams. That's what the
American South conference offers us a chan~e to beat a good te~."
But there may be few easy roads to
victoryinAmericanSouthplaythisyear.
At this point in the season, only one other
team besides UCF has a record worse
than 9-5.
In Thursday's match against the
Cardinals, UCF will face a team that is
tied for first in the conference with a 9-3
record.
First-year coach Mike Newell has
turned the Cardinal basketball program

around. The Cardinals are rebounding
from a 7-21 overall record with just one
conference win.
Lamar defeated UT-Pan AmericaH
for 1ts first conference win.
Six-foot-two junior guard Terry
Bridgeman, who averages 19.7 points a
game, and Darryl "Reed, who averages
16.4 points and 8.7 rebounds, will lead
the Cardinals. .
Lamar beat UT-Pan American, 10482, Saturday, so it appears the Running
Knights will have an easier time posting
a conference victory in their trip Saturday
to Edinburg, Texas.
The UT-Pan American Broncs have a
3-9 record, but their most recent victory
was a drubbing of Maine, a team UCF
beat by six points.
'They're both very tough teams," Dean
said. 'The key for us is that we have all
of our key players play well on the same
night."
UCF'will look to Ken Leeks to rebound
from a sub-par showing in the Tangerine
Tournament at Rollins College.
Leeks leads UCF with an average of
19.1 points and 9.5 rebounds agame but
averaged 12.5 points and 5.0 rebounds in
the two games at Rollins.
Dean said he is happy with Sinua
Phillips' and Denny Hinson's
performance this season.
"I've been very pleased with Anthony

see LAMAR page 11

Tari Phillip·s becomes
impact player for UCF
in· 1st season games
by·Michele Dragonetti
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

In the one month since joining
the Lady Knights, Tari Phillips
has proved to be a valuable
addition to the team on the court,
and a musical addition off.
UCF won the first three
games it played with Phillips
before losing 2-of-3 in the UCF
Holiday Classic.
Although the women's
basketball team had a losmg
record in the toumamen this
month, Phillips was consistently
at the top with playing time and
scoring.
"Tari probably carried us
through two of the tournament
games when our team was
shown," UCF Coach Beverly
Knight said.
'We need tomixTari's athletic
ability with the rest of our
squad," Knight said. 'We can't
sit back and expect Tari to do it
all."
Phillips has also sung the
National Anthem acappella
before both men's and women's
basketball games.
Despite her team-leading
performances, Phillips said she
is not satisfied with her
performance
and
said
consistency was her main
problem. ''We have a lot of good games
coming up, American South
Conference games," Phillips
said. ''I would definitely have to
put another notch or two in my
performance. I just need to be in
the right frame of mind."

MiKe PohlJCEN I RAL f-LOKIUA f-U I i.JRf"

Sinua Phillips' 12.3 points and 5.8 assists ignitethe Running Knights' attack. UCFwill
begin its conference play Thursday night against Lamar.

UCF stuns
Stetson
in Deland
Staff Report
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

This inconsistency could stem
from her transfer from the
Forward Kala Loomis scored
University of Georgia. Because
a -season-high 31 points to lead
of NCAA regulations, Phillips
UCF to a come-from-behind
was forced to sit out the fall
victory -..over Stetson, 82-79,
semester at UCF.
Monday night in Deland.
Phillips went to Edgewater
The Lady Hatters took an
High School where she led her
eight-point lead in the first half,
team to the state championshiI?
44-36. But the Lady Knights
game.
_
outscored Stetson, 46-35, in the
"I tend to get discouraged
second half to even their record
sometimes," she said. ''With
at 5-5. being out so long, things don't
Loomis, ajuniortransferfrom
flow the way they would before.
Barton Gommunity College,
I need a little more energy to do
connected on 11-of-15 shots from
the things I used to do."
the field and 8-of-11 free throws
'We just haven't had time to
to pace the UCF offense. She
[see] her atheroptimum playing
also had a season-high 10
level," Coach Beverly Knight
rebounds.
said. "Hopefully by the end of
UCF had three scorers in
January, she will be at her
double figures. Center Tari
highest level of conditioning."
Phillips had 15 points and led
Phillips has her own goals.
the Lady Knights with 14
"I want to be All American,"
rebounds. Guard Brinda Green
she said. "I strive to play with
scored 14 points and dished out
the world's best."
,
14 assists.
In addition, Phillips plans to
The Lady Knights, who
try out for the Olympic team,
played in the New South
and has shown interest in
Women's Athletic Conference
playing a few seasons overseas.
last year, will play their first
For now, however, Phillips
American South Conference
said her main concern is team '
game Saturday night. They
performance.
'-I4~~-~~~~~.....;.;..-....ilrllr!
travel fo Texas to play the
Phillips leads the team with
University of Texas-Pan
21.2 points per game and 15.0 Tari Phillips (42) fights for a rebound against 2 players from Fairfield . American at 5 p.m. Saturday.
rebounds.
College in UCF's last game of the UCF Holiday Classic.
They play Lamar at 8 p.m.
She gives UCF its best inside
Jan. 14 before returning home
'We're fortunate to have Tari to play Arkansas State Jan. 17.
scoring and rebounding threat with one goal that everyone
since Fayetta Robinson wants to achieve," Phillips said. with us, and we hope that this,
The Lady Knights will play
completed her eligibility two 'We have a lot of talent. If we her last year of collegiate thefirstgameofadouble-header
can put all that talent together basketball, will be her best ever," at at 5:15 p.m. The Running
years ago.
"We wanted to win .the and come up with a formula, she said.
Knights will play at 7:30 p.m.
'We're hoping to improve our
_
tournament, but we, as then we've got it."
On Jan. 19, Louisana Tech
Knight sees Phillips as a key team
individuals, needed to come
.,, play and mold it around comes to UCF.
Tan.
together as a team and play to this plan.
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Tattoo You
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simple as wanting to remember a special time in
one's life.
Chuck is a senior majoring in communications.
He could be the poster boy for "fraternity life"
digest. Unbeknown to his friends and family,
Chuck has a tattoo on his tuckas.
"I got it there because I knew my parents
wouldn't appreciate it, especially my father," he
says.
by Nick Conte
The design is of a skull and crossbones, the
symbol of his Greek organization. When I ask
Chuck why he got the tattoo, he says, "I wanted
Ancient Egyptian Pharaohs had them, many
something to remember my college day by."
of the Hell's Angels sport them and former
Tattoo Application (past and present)
Secretary of State George Shultz has one on his
tushy .
The first tattooees must have been some bad
dudes. They use to apply tattoos by using
No, I'm not talking about hairy moles. I'm
sharpened bamboo sticks. These sharpened
talking about tattoos, an art form that has a ·
history all of its own.
·
• sticks were hammered into the skin until welts
were raised.
I know what you're thinking, you're.probably
Back then, what was considered a tattoo was
sayipg to yo-urself, "Tattoos are gross and no
nothing more than the blackish scar left on the
normal person would ever get one." But, did you
skin after getting the "bamboo treatment."
know that skin art has been around for centuries?
As tattoo technology moved ahead, th·e tattoo
So, before you start to think only Harley Davidson
artists began to add color to their works, and
Riders named "Spoke~ have tattoos, think agairi.
"tats" haven't been the same since .
I recently talked with a Daytona writer named
Current day tattoo artists have put away their
Jim Sass. Jim works in Mandala Books on
bamboo shoots in favor of a slick-looking
Volusia Avenue in Daytona. He has followed the
applicator. The applicator looks part air-brush
history of tattoos and body-piercing for years.
tool, part ear piercer and sounds like grandma's
"When oraer guys come into the store, I notice
sewing machine when it's in use.
. if they've got tattoos or not. I like to ask them the
circumstances on why they got a particular
So that's the history, now comes the fun part ... ·
getting .one!
tattoo, sometimes they seem r,eal ashamed of
them," Jim says. "Tile tattoo is a vi~ual history of
First, select something you're going to be
our pasts."
·
happywithjorever. Avoid putting anyone's name
permanently on your flesh, because chances are,
Jim has quite a collection of body art. He tells
me he is waiting to get more later, but only after • they'll fade away long before your tattooed
he travels around the world. Jim's latest quest is
dedicatj.on to them will.
Most tattoo artists will resist-working on you
to locate a tattoo secretly worn by Hitler's SS
stormtroopers.
until you have a good idea what you want.
Here's
some
Second, after you've chosen a design, the
interesting tattoo
trivia: Did you know
tattoo artist will look it over. If they can do it,
a
number
of
mummies, snoozing
they'll g~ve you the green light.
in the Pyramids, are
This brings you to your next meaty decision ...
tattooed?
The
early
where to put it. This is truly a personal choice for
use to tattoo their
everyone.
· If you're unsure on how loved ones will react,
off evil spirits and
In Africa, tribal
your best choice may be something you can hide
young men as a rite
easily. ·rr you want to offend loved ones, then
anything above your chest is fair game.
adulthood ..
Third, the tattoo artist will trace an outline of
The tattoo was
introduced to Europe
English
the tattoo on your body. This way, you have a
by way of the South Pacific.
sneak preview without risking valuable skin.
Explorer Capt. James Cook recorded the first
description of tattooed islanders in the 1700s.
Fourth, grit your teeth and look away. It's time
to face the "tattoo applicator." Once this sucker
The Sailors that served under Cook began to
is turned on, you'll have to draw every ounce of
collect these body markings as they sailed from
_ When the sailors returned
island to island.
courage you have to stay seated. The first couple
of lines sting, but after a few n)inutes, it starts to
to England, the tattoos were not received kindly.
subside.
With the rebirth of religious fervor to the
continent, the tattoo was looked upon as a pagan
Fifth, it's all over now, all that remains is
blasphemy to God. Sailors share a vast ·history • keeping your tattoo bandaged and swadclled in ·
with tattoos.
Neosporin for about a week.
In the 18th century, it was common
With priceless artwork from Van Gogh and
punishment for a sailor to be given 24 or more
.Picasso skyrocketing, the tattoo remains one of
lashes for drinking on duty. To avoid the lash,
the least expensive art forms around.
some sailors would get a tattoo of the crucifix on
Of course, to collect tattoos, you have to give
their backs. Not only-would the first mate back
of yourself... just a little skin. Ouucchhl
down from laying his whip onto the face of Christ,
but the lash itself, it was believed, would cringe
away.
In times of war some sailors would tattoo their
backs with the "evil eye" to protect them from
sneak attacks. But today some people's reasons
for getting tattoos are not as superstitious as
they were in the past.
The reasons for getting tattooed now can be as

T

he quick stab of
a needle, a little
drop of blood
and a the swipe of an
alcohol laden rag is all.
it takes.
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Shnpson ·gang not only a hit
oil TV - They sing g~od, too
of cute, but nothing too
impressing.
In fact, Lisa and her vocal/
saxophone
talents are
showcased in a more positive
-light on the slow tune "God
Bless the Child."
The brother/sister team of
Bart and Lisa join together in
the heartfelt, yet funny song
"Sibling Rivalry." This cut is
OK, but not hit material.
Talent may run in the
Sirµpson family ,.b ut Marge and
Homer should leave it to the
kids to belt out the blues.
Marge shares a duet with
Homer in-the remake of the
ragtime favorite "I Love to See
You Smile." Yes, this is the
same tidbit that is used in that
TV commercial with those old
people and cute kids.
Marge hosts a short blues
lesson on the album called
"SpringfieldSoulStew."That's
about all you can say for
Marge's solo.
Her raspy voice can be
annoying while talking - not
to mention when singing. I
wouldn't even hesitate to ·say,
"Aye Carumba" about Marge's
singing efforts.
Homer wails his feelings
about the bluesy truth oflife in
"Born Under a Bad Sign."
The lyrics verge un the brink
of ridiculous and Homer's
singing qualities leave
something to be desired. With
lyrics like, "Big bag of pork
rinds going to carry be to my
grave," this will obviously never
be a hit.
Sony, Homer, dude.
Homer's boss at the nuclear
power plant, Mr. Bums, has a
solo number, too.
Bumsjs a cranky old ffiiser
and so his sQng, "Look at· all
These Idiots," reflects his
negative views on his plant staff
and
everything
else
imaginable.
The only thing missing from
this musical outing is a solo
song by baby Maggie Simpson.
I know, I was disappointed too.
I looked forward to hearing a
song of Maggie's sucking (her
pacifier) to the blues, man.
A general characteristic
about the whole Simpsons
·album is that the characters
often talk over the music and
make comments that relate to
the show.
Anyone who watches "The
Cosby Show" instead. may not ·
appreciate this album, but fans

• The Simpsons Sing the Blues

Artist: The Simpsons
Producers: Various
Label: Geffen Records
Get ready for a little rap ...

Wooooah Mama! It wasn't
longago/justacoupleofweeks/
We got an album/thought it
was neat. I At first I was
laughing, I Steve was too,
because it was Bart I singing the
blues. I We gave it a chance I
and decUled to try. I Thought it
was funny, I thought we would
die. I When all else "[ails I
nothing left to do I but to admit
we could feel the groove. I I can
feel the groove now mama - _
and it is hot!!!
ritics far and near had to
cradle the notion that
The Simpsons album,
The Simpsons Sing the Blues,
was a fluff piece for ·kids, but
Homer's family may just prove
them wrong.
The album's first single, "Do
the Bartman," sung by the
Bartster himself, has a great
video and a pretty goocl beat.
The background vocals by
guest vocalists Michael
Jackson and Bryan Loren make
the song a hit.
Most top-40 radio stations
premiered this song with a
tongue-in-cheek attitude, but
audiences have seemed to
embrace the track.
Released in late November,
the song is still climbing the
charts. Cool, man.
In the same Bart-rapping
fashion, the tune "Deep, Deep
Trouble" may also find some
chart success. It features the
Bartmeister engaging in his
favorite pastime - getting in
trouble. The songwillprobably
be the next hit off the album.
The bluesy, sax-0phonedrenched "School Days" by the
:aartman and "Moanin' Lisa
Blues" by sister Lisa are kind

C

•

•

Fox Television's Simpsons break into the music business with their debut blues album.

of ''The Simpsons" (young and
old) will get a kick out of it.

they did with let's Go Scare Al,
their 1988 release.
The · latter compact disc
-Jamie D. Carte
aroused my curiousity with its
odd cover art-a clown playing
pin ball surrounded by the Gear
Daddies. The cover was such a
tormenting scenario, it couldn't
help but be funny.
Even the the titles were
pretty slick in their rips,
especially "Heavy Metal Boyz,''
with two dots over the "o."
Could it be a possible reference
to Motley Crue?
With expectations high,
though!s of"Big Lizard" - era
Dead Milkmen dancing on my
head, I put Billy's Live Bait in
- the player and listened. What
a revolting shock! It was worse
than beingthreatened by a250pound reform school idiot. No,
not that bad, 'cause I could've
taken on that wussy... Right.
All the songs, except "Blues
Mary," are very slow, countrystyled songs. The lyrics deal
with people who reside in a
small hicktown. Some are
funny, ("Boys will be boys"),
others are sad ("Everything
Else").
Everything comes down to
small-town life, where if you
can't relate to the grit/head/
dirt-rock environment where
everyone knows your business,
•Billy's Live Bait
Artist: Gear Daddies
you are lost.
Producers: Toni Herbers and
Time has passed. The Gear
Gear Daddies
·
Daddies have moved off the
Label: Polygram
Steve's Pizza record label and
onto Polygram, and, more
Gear Daddies, alas, have importantly, moved to .
suffered from their wit in Billy's .Minneapolis, home of such
Live Bait, but not so much as greats as Morris Day and

Prince.
With the new project, Gear
Daddies most likely got ahold
of Norman Vincent Peale's
postitive thinking book, butjust
didn't get around to finishing
it.
Wit intact, Billy's Live Bait
has a bait stand on its cover
that sells leeches, and has an
ele·m ent chart, a few recipes,
and a retail meat-cutting
diagram. All done for a good
laugh. Not getting my hopes
up, I casually flipped through
the CD.
"Stupid Boy'' starts off this
country oddity in a positive
manner. Very smooth music
topped with Martin Zellar's
raspy vocals and some
interesting interplay in the
chorus.
"Wear Your Crown" has the·
power, more so than snap, but
see ALBUMS page 3
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I MENU
I
CUT COMBO
I COLD
SPICY ITALIAN

TURKEY & BACON DELUXE
. HAM
ROAST BEEF
BMT
VEGETARIAN
(pepperoni, genoa, ham, bologna)
TUNA
CLUB
SEAFOOD
~CRAB
(roast beef, ham, turlcey)
SEAFOOD & LOBSTER
TURKEY BREAST

BUY ANY
6" SUB OR
SMALL SALAD & :
GET ONE

FREE
(with purchuc of a medium drink)

Not good with. ariy other offer.
Offer good only at
participating locations.
Limit one coupon per order.

expires JAN

L - -- .--- -

,
16 1991

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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( 100% Sirloin)

MEATBALL
CIIlCKENBBQ
PIZZA

3912 .ALAFAYA TR.
OSS
OM UCF

HOURS:
SUN-THURS 10:30am-3am

277-3350

FRI-SAT 10:30am-4am

ACR
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BUY ANY
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SMALL SALAD &
. GETONE

FREE
Not good with any other offer.
Offer good only at
participating locations.
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-

•

(with purchue of·a m:dium drink)

Any sa11dwich also available Ll.S a custom salad plate .
All served w ~ h your choica of: American Cheese· On ions· Lettuce• Tor..a :oes
Dill Pickles • Green 'Peppers • S iad~ Olives• Salt • Pepper • Oil
Als o available on request: Hot Pei::;pers, Mustard. Mayonnaise & Vinegar
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HOT SUBS
. STEAK
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I talked to Nik Fiend, the legendary
lead singer of the undeniably unique
band Alien Sex Fiend. The British
group cruised through Orlando ~
support of their latest album, Curse,
and Mr. Fiend seemed adament with
discussing life and art.
BC: What were you like in school?
NF: The best thing I liked in school
was art. I would do pottery and make
little titties and little willies, and the
teacher would slap me, but everybody
would laugh.
I haven't really changed. I was
meant to take another route. School
did me no good whatsoever. I think

the best thing is real life. You have to
deal with that yourself. Nobody can
show you that; there is no book.
It'slikethepersonwhowentaround
explaining what Dali was thinking
when he painted. If anyone did that
to me I would come back and haunt
.them. I don't think that they know,
do you? How can you teach someone
about art?
Look at the cavemen. No one ever
taught them; they just did what was
around them, and they didn't mind
doing.it with what was available.
BC: So you had no formal art
training?
NF: No, thank God. I would loved
to have gone -to art school. I wasn't
brave enough, and I didn't think that
I had a chance to do music.
There was two million people who
were better equiped, better clothed,
better haircuts and knew the right
people. I mean to be fair, a lot of
people did help us-, and unfortunately,
most of them have passed on.
I am not being morbid, but you
never have the chance to say
something like, shit, why did you
helpme?Whydidyousufferyourseli?
Education, really, is going through
yourself and finding pther people who
want to join in on what you are doing.
And that is what happened with us.
I don't think that anyone has any
real training in anything, other than
they wanted to do it. And that desfl:e,

to me, over rides a professional,
because they will stay with me even
when they haven't eaten for three
days 'cos they have the need to do it.
I am not comparing what we do,
but .we have a small budget and we
have to be careful. We could borrow
forever, and then one day they
foreclose. And then that is the end of
being artistic.
But we budget like a family. If the
family gets _some money, then it
becomes Christmas with a little bit of
turkey. But the fact that you are all
still together is worth more than
money. Money cannot.replace people.
It doesn't really mean anything.
... I have always been honest, and
I am always being told thatl'mhumble
instead of
being a ...
rock star,
· protected in a
c oc a i n e
s -o c· i e t y ,
hidden from
reality.
I have only
done what
really . felt
good to me,
and I've been
told that is
subversive. I ·
guess I was
subversive at
school then,

3

wasn't I? I made everybody laugh, so
everybody was thinking similar
patterns or dirtier thoughts than I
was.
I think that it was marvelous that
at 11, I could think to make little
willies with balls out of pottery.
Nobody else did. They always made
perfect mugs. And on my side of the
class, the mugs were wobbly.
We were told we made [bad] art
and would get [bad]jobs. So I decided
to get [such ajob]. [People with those
jobs] were the real people I could talk
to and deal with. They were the ones
that would help me as opposed to the
ones who were chasing after proving
see ALIEN SEX FIEND page 4 ·

Bridget Clark

Pictured is a Fiend's car outside Beacham during the show.

ALBUMS
FROMPAGE2

G·rab a bite
of home cookin!
0

not the volume. The Gear
Daddies obviously fell prey to
the Sinead O' Connor
syndrome: The voice is up-front
and· center, music put in the
back.
The words of ''Wear Your
Crown" are strange, having to
do with dominance.
All the tracks have
consistent guitar riffs and drum
i;empos throughout; and are
kind of tame compared to the
great rocker "Time Heals."
I had this track on repeat for
a good 30 minutes or so. Bmy
Dankert's voice is abrasively
mellow, reaching high notes,
then deepening for the chorus.
And, get this, the music
accompanies the songperfectly.
As far as lyrics are
concerned, this song is a potent.

-'

It deals with relationships in a
positive manner. It's up there
spiritually with Bob Mould's
"See A Little Light."
''Time heals, time forgets/
You shouldn't smoke those
goddamn cigarettes ... " is the
advice the father gives.
Honesty rings a higher note
in the lines "If it's right for you
and it's right for me/well that's
something I could just never
see, just to take it all and throw
it all away."
Aside from this, sappiness
seeps thick through "GonnaChange,"butnot enough to sink
Billy's Live Bait.
The Gear Daddies are so off
mainstream, it's inspiring.
This album can be sleepindudng, just because of the
repetitive patterns. Still, they
are different, in a country-style
sense, and worth a listen.

-Anthony Torres

I
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Now there's home cookin' worth going

vegetables, mashed potatoes and old-

out for, right in your neighborhood. At

fashioned cornbread. Fruit cobblers,

our new Black-eyed Pea Restaurant you'll

homemade from scratch, creamy banana

find all the good food that gives home

pudding, and other tempting desserts. Our

cooking a good name. Like hand-battered,

service-and prices will suit your taste, too.

chicken fried steak, juicy pot roast, and

So visit the new home of home cooking in

tender charbroiled chicken. Garden-fresh

your neighborhood. The Black-eyed Pea.

t;he J}lack·eyed pea®

- ---
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Bi•kendo~k·
: ~{~~:;i~~i~~::-~-:::~ .footwear~~ ::_~~:::_=~

c~~:~~ET
EXCHANGE

All Sizes &Styles Availahle BRs. uam-upm

649-6484

RESTAURANT

7DAYS

COMICS

Home cookin' worth going out for.SM

•

PAINTBALL
SUPPLIES

•

3150 University Blvd
Winter Park, 679-7576

ROLE .PLAYING.
GAMES
IN 'nlE UC6 PLAZA
ACROSS FROM UCF

(407)823-7246
82-DRAGN
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1991 Film·PJ:eview
Compiled by Steven M.- Conner
Oscar
Held to a deathbed promise to his father,
Mafia capo "Snaps" Provolone (Sylvester
Stallone) avows to fulfill the old man's last wish
- that he quit the mob and go straight! in this
slap-stick comedy of pride and prejudice.
However, on the day Snaps is supposed to
turn over his ''business" and become a legitimate
banker, he's confronted by a non-stop parade of
peculiar characters -including a bunch of cops
who don't believe he's serious, several bankers
who are more corrupt than anyone he's ever
worked with in the mob and a daughter he
never knew he had.
Release date: M;;irch 15

.

I

One Good Cop
Detective Artie Lewis (Keaton) is forced to
confront an ethical dilemma when his partner's
three young daughters are suddenly left in his
care. He .finds be must take drastic action so he
and his wife can adopt the girls.
Release date: April 5

...

The Marrying Man
After a quickie Las Vegas marriage,
newlyweds Charley Pearl (Alec Baldwin) and
Vicki Anderson (Kim Basinger) are the odds-on
favorite for an equally ·swift split. With the
terms of their endearment bUilt strictly on
physical attraction, the two amorous
. antagonists find that their love for each other Alien Sex Fiend on stage at the Beacham Theater.
r-::-_.,.,.,,--___,,,.,---...,.-..,,....,...~.,....----. is immeasurable and, at the same ·
realize that someone could
have done all of that and they
time, impossible; they can't live ALIEN SEX FIEND
Scenes From A Mall
are not happy.... Even though
A. contemporary comedy/
together__..;. they can't live apart. FROM PAGE3
sometimes I get depressed
drama, "Scenes From A Mall" is
Release date: April
a story of marriage and
'causes life is hard.
how
successful
and
infidelity.
True Identity
We are not all made to be
British comedian Lenny Henry wonderful they coµld be. I strong and able to knock
Set on the 15th . wedding
stars as Miles Pope, an aspiring have seen some ofthem since, everything out of the way....
anniversary of a married couple
(Midler and Allen), this film
young actor who accidently and they say to me, 'I wish ... I am pleased with what I did.
explores the fears, jealousies
discovers that a mafia king-pin I would have done what you've ...If we went back to class,
whom detectives believe is dead, done.· And that is awful to theteacherwould be puzzled.
and double standards of this
is actually alive and well, having
unique pair.
dramatically altered his .face
Release date: Feb. 22
with plastic surgery.
"The Racketeer"
The ROcketeer
Comic applications occur when
Your time is precious.
Set in the thriving aviation
the FBI refuses to believe Miles'
And so are the lives you could save.
community of Los Angeles in
far-fetched story, and the actor
Give us a little of your time.
1938, daring pilot Cliff Secord
must assume anew and unusual
Volunteer with the Red Cross.
identity himself, in order to go
(William 0. Campbell) finds an
________________________________________
·
Call 894-4141 for more information.
undercover to expose the
experimental rocket pack that
allows him to fly.
underworld figure.
He also discovers that a
Release date: May
number of other people -:::-Billy Bathgate
including an evil would-be world
In this compelling drama set
dictator - are interested in the
among the underworld figures
device and will go to.any length
to take possession of the
of 1935 New York, 16-year-old
equipment.
·
Billy Bathgate (Loren Dean)
A classic story of good vs. evil
becomes a flunky for the
in the tradition of such heroes as
"The Marrying Man"
notorious gangster Dutch
Indiana Jones and Luke
Schultz. Surrounded by colorful
Skywalker, "The Rocketee:r" unfolds as a mobster~, Billy comes o_fage under the watchful
struggle for ownership ofthe racket pack ensues. eye of Schultz, graduating from janitor to
Have a Great Semester...
confidant to the legendary racketeer.
The ,film co-stars Timothy Dalton.
. Release· date: June
Release date: June. .
Thank You for Your Support!
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Dancers
Singers Who Move Well
Singers Who Dance
Musical Theatre Performers
All our world's a stage and we're casting professionals to be a part of the
magic at Walt Disney World" Resort in Florida.

Sylvester Stallone stars in the John Landis directed film, "Oscar."

All photos by Touchstone Pictures

WOLFF SYSTEM TANNING·AT

TAN·F'ASTIQUE TANNING SALON

To qualify, you must be at least age 18 by May 1, 1991. Bring current, nonreturnable resume and photo. Requirements: singers and musical theatre
performers memorize two vocal selections (one ballad, one up-tempo) and
bring vocal sheet music in your best key. Accompanist provided; no tapes.
Singers must have movement ability and may be asked to learn at least one
movement combination. Bring dance attire. Dancers are taught dance
combinations.
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If you have questions, call Walt Disney World Auditions at 407/345-5701,
. Monday-Friday, 10:00am-4:00pm, Eastern time.
ORIANDO,FLORIDA

January 19 (Sat)
January 20 {Sun)
9AM- Male Singers Who Move/
9AM* Female Singers Who Move/
Singer-Dancers/
Sing~r-Dancers/
Musical Theatre Performers
Musical Theatre Performers
lPM* Male Dancers
lPM* Female Dancers
CallbackJanuary 21 {Mon)
Tupperware Auditorium
US 441 - South Orange Blossom Trail
(5 miles south of Florida Turnpike near Kissimmee)
.Allfull-lim e enterlain~ employed by Walt Disney World Co. are covered under the terms and
conditions ofa collective bargaining agreemenl with Aclo1"' EquiJy Association.
'Eligible perfonners will be given priority.

C> The Walt Disney Company
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